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This invention relates to the transporting of ?nely 
divided material from a hopper through a conveying line 
to a point of use by means of a carrier gas. It also re 
lates to Chemical or metallurgical processes which require 
a dense, ?uid-like, uniforrn discharge of such material 
from such a transporting arrangement. The invention 
particularly relates to the injection of a ?nely-divided 
treating material beneath the surface of molten metal, 
such as the projection of calcium carbíde into molten 
iron beneath the surface thereof in order to e?ect de 
sulfurization. 

In the treatment or preparation of certain metals and 
metal alloys, it is often desíred to e?ect a Chemical or 
metallurgical reaction or addition between the liquid base 
metal and various treating agents, such as iron and cal 
cium carbíde for desulfurizing. However, the charac 
teristics of these treating agents often are such that they 
are relatively unreactíve even at high temperatures. They 
are often of a lesser density than the molten metal into 
which they are to be injected and are frequently very 
diñicult to wet. In order to overcome these dilhculties, 
it has been proposed that the treating agents be reduced 
to a pulverízed state and injected into the molten metal. 
While pulverizing the treating agent furnishes a greater 
surface Contacting area and reaction zone between the 
molten metal and the agent, it does, however, introduce 
a number of injection problems. For example, the agent 
should be injected into the liquid metal with sul?cient 
force to peneu'ate metal; and, concurrently, a high ratio 
of treating agent to carrier gas should be maintained to 
minimize the entrapment of the agent in the bubbles 
of carrier gas which are formed when the powder-gas 
stream is discharged into the liquid metal. The discharg 
ing powder-gas stream must be non-pulsating in order to 
eliminate clogging in the injection tube. 
The primary object of the instant inventíon is to over 

come the aforernentioned di?iculties and to provide a 
dense, ?uid-like, uniform discharge of a stream of ?nely 
divided material and gas from a long conveying line. 

It is a. further object of this invention to provide an 
improved apparatus which is capable of continuously 
conveying large quantities of ?nely~divided material 
through a length of tubing' at a pre-deterrnined rate and 
e?ectívely injecting such material beueath the surface of 
the liquid metal. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a method 

of and apparatus for díspensing ?nely-divided material 
wherein a small bed of material is maintained in a ?uid 
ized state, withdrawing the material from this portion of 
the bed and subsequently shielding and diluting it with 
a gas before moving the stream through a conveying line. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a dis 

pensíng apparatus for ?nely-divided material which is 
capable of injecting the material into molten metal as an 
uniuterrupted stream of a particular agent or as a stream 
of two successive and dissimilar agents. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent 
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2 
from the following disclosures taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings. 

Fig. 1 is a vertical elevatíonal rear view of the pre 
ferred apparatus partially broken away and in section. 

Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional View of the powder inductor 
and diluter assembly shown in Fig. l. 

Fíg. 3 is a schematic diagram of the gas supply and 
control assembly used with the preferred form of appara 
tus illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a graphical representation of the relatíon be 
tween the calcium carbíde feed rate and the pressure 
within the ?uidizer for 1/4 inch and %e inch supply lines 
ai various diluter heads (the pressure imposed upon the 
diluter above the ?uidization chamber pressure). 

Fig. 5 is a graphical representation of the relation be 
tween the carbíde delivery rate and the carbíde to gas 
ratio for 1/4 inch and 5/16 inch supply lines at various 
diluter heads. 

Fig. 6 is a graphical representation of the relation be 
tween the carbíde delivery rate and the total gas ?ow 
for 3/4 inch and 5/16 inch supply lines at various diluter 
heads. 
For Simplicity the term, powder, will be used at times 

herein and in the claims and is intended to denote com 
minuted or ?nely-divided material of degree of ?neness 
which may be handled by apparatus embodying the prin 
ciples of the invention. 

Referring to Figs. 1 and 3, the ?uidizing apparatus 
shown therein consists essentially of twín loading funnel 
and valve assemblies L, a pair of powder hoppers H, in 
parallel arrangement, a ?uidizíng device F having a multi 
plicity of powder withdrawal pipes or inductors, diluter 
assemblies I, and a gas supply and control assembly S. 
Now referring particularly to Fig. 1, the ?uidizing 

apparatus shown thereín comprises a frame 1, within 
which the ñuidizing apparatus is vertically mounted. The 
frame is provided with a multiplicity of legs 2 each se 
cured at their top to a rectangular frarne 3 having an 
inwardly extending ?ange 4 around its entire perimeter. 
A second rectangular frame 5 is mounted between legs 2 in 
a plane subtantially parallel to the ?oor 6. This frame 
is extended rearwardly of the back legs 2 and a platform 7 
is mounted thereon to provide a convenient step upon 
which an operator may stand during the charging opera 
tion. To the wall lt) of each of the cylindrical hoppers 
there are a?'ixed several L shaped brackets 11. The out 
wardly extending leg of each of these brackets rests upon 
the inwardly extendíng ?ange of frame 3, and is secured 
thereto by bolts 5. 

Ball type loading valves 12 in centrally located vertical 
pipes atop each cylindrical hopper dome are located 
below loading funnels 15 which facilitate the loading of 
the hoppers and minímize spillage of the chargíng ma 
terial. A sleeve extending out from the upper portion 
of each of the cylindrical hopper walls, above the normal 
upper lever of powder, makes threaded connection with 
an elbow which retair?s a pressure safety disc 19 and 
safety vent tube 20. The connection from the right 
hopper does not appear. lf at any time the pressure 
within either hopper exceeds the predetermined maximum 
of safety, the safety disc will rupture, and the excessive 
pressure will be vented to the atmosphere away from the 
normal working area 'of the operator. Each hopper is 
designed to contain a hundred pounds of 20 X O mesh car 
bide. 
The lower portion of each hopper H depends from the 

cylindrical hopper wall lil in an inverted conical-like 
form 21 and terminates in a ?anged coupling device 22. 
A second ball type valve 26 makes threaded connection 
with the ?anged coupling 22 and an elbow 28 intercon 
nects these lower ball Valves 26 with the distributing 
powder receiver 29 of the ?uidizing device F . Since each 



3. 
hopper H is equipped with an outlet ?ow valve_26 and 
since each hopper assembly feeds by gravity to the dis 
tribution receiver 29, it can be 'readily understood that 
material from either hopper can be used at will without 
interrupting the ?ow of the powder_ gasstream, Thiscan 
be done by simply manipulating the ball valves 26 located 
betweenthe hoppers and the distribution dome. In nor 
mal operation, one hopper Supplies_ the ?uidizing?device 
with powder while the, second hopper is being charged, 
or separate materials are successively fed as required ,such 
as carbide and?ferrosilicon. 
The powder is delivered to the distribution chamber or 

receiver and subsequently to the ?uidizing chamber by 
means ofig?javity feed. However asshown Fig. 3, each 
hopper is provided With a, gas inlet line 35~above the nor 
malhupper powder level in order that a metered amount 
of gas maybe 'supplied to the hopper in order to equalize 
pressure. ' 

Again referring to Fig. l the ?uidizingdevice F is at 
tached to the distribution receiverv 29 having a cylin 
drical main body portion 39 and a hemispherícal donte 
31, As above mentioned, a, pair of powder inlet elbows 

. 28 interconnect the hoppers with the distribution receiver 
29. A conical base 36 depends from the cylindrical main 
body 30 of receiver 29 and terminates in a centrally 
located,lcylindrical opening 37. A hollow tubular pro 
tecto?' and antibridging tube 38 is inserted into the cylin 
drical opening 37 and is af?xed therein such that the closed 
top 39 of the antibridging device is centrally located 
within the distribution receiver. The large rectangular 
powder inlet ports 4@ whichare provided in the' walls of 
the, hollow antibridging device establish the means by 
which the powder is delivered from the distribution re 
ceiver 29 to the bottom of the tubular extension of the 
antibridging 38 where ?uidization of the powder takes 
place. It isthe primary function of the protector 33 to 
prevent excessive Weight above the ?uidized bed. A box 
shaped sleeve 41 is mounted on the tubular wall 42 ex 
tending downwardly from the antibridging mechanisrn, 
intermediate the ports 40 and the bottom end of the 
tubular section 42. The lower part of tubular section 42 
forms a ?uidizing chamber and the central port actsvas a 
housing to which the powder withdrawal pipes or induc 
tors and diluter assernblies are Secured. The four powder 
inducting conduits 43 extend through box-like sleeve 41 
and tubular section 42 and terminate within the ?uidizing 
chamber 14. A pair of snap rings 44 retain a gas diffuser 
or porous metal disc 45 within, and transversely of, the 
lower part of tubular section 42 below the powder With 
drawal conduits 43. This disc is of such porosity as to 
permit the uniform transmission of gas therethrough, but 
of suf?cient density to support powder. A_ reducíng 
coupling 46 connected to the base of- the tubular section 
42, ínterconnects the ?uidizing chamber 14 by means of a 
pipe with the gas control and supply assembly S, to be 
later described. 

Referring now to Fig. 2, the powder withdrawal pipes 
and diluter assembly can be observed in greater detail. 
Inducting conduit 43 is Secured to the box-shaped sleeve 
41 mounted on the wall 42 and extends therethrough into 
the ?uidizing chamber. A modi?ed ball valve 47 connects 
to the outer end of the inducting conduit 43 and has a 
passage 51 therethrough of essentially the same diameter 
as that of the passage 13 through the inducting conduit. 
In order to achieve this result, a bushing 52 has been in 
serted 'in the passage of the ball 55 to reduce its diameter 
to the desired size. By this means, the highly preferred 
smooth conveying line is achieved. A valve handler53 
mounted upon the upper portion of the valve stem 54 pro 
vides a means whereby the valvestem, the ball, and the 
bushing may be rotated to a closed position. Inthis posi 
tion, the passage 51 through the bushing 52 extends trans 
versely of the inducting conduit passage 13 and an annu 
lar resilient sealing ring 57 provided rearwardly of the 
ball and bushing engages the ball in such manner as to 
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establish a gas tight seal therebetween., A slide or gate, 
valve having the same size passage could be used in place 
of ball valve 47. _ 

Each of the four diluter devices 59 has a central passage 
193 therethrough of essentially the same diameter as that 
of the inducting conduit passage 13 and the bushing pas 
sage 51. The inwardly extending nozzle 60 of the diluter-”s 
main body 59 is of such length as to terminate at the ball 
55 so that, when the ball is rotated to a closed position, 
a seal is formed between the nozzle ori?ce and the ball'. 
intermediate the ends of the diluter's main body 59, there 
are provided a pair of stepped cylindrical ?anges 64 and 
65, the ?rst of which engages a recess 66 located in the 
neck 67 of the valve housing and the second of which 
abuts the neck of the housing and is a?ixed thereto. A 
.second nozzle 69 of lesser external diameter than the in 
ternal diameter of the diluter sleeve 68, hereínafter de‹ 
scribed, is provided at the extremity of the diluter`s main 
body 59 and forms an annular passage 70 with the diluter 
sleeve. 
mechanism internally threaded at its outer end and pro 
vided with an annular ?ange 71 disposed centrally and 
extending inwardly. This ?ange surrounds and is a?ixed 
to the end 'of the outwardly extending nozzle 69 so that 
the outer faces of the nozzle, and ?ange are ?ush. An 
inlet hose coupling- 74 mounted on the diluter sleeve 69 
is aXially aligned with the gas'inlet port 75 in the sleeve 
and thereby establishes a passage through which the di 
luter~ gas may be supplied to the annular passage 70. 
Horizontal passageways or ori?ces 72 in ?ange 71 connect 
the annular passage 70 and the frusto-conical or out 
wardly converging passage 82. Diluter passages 72 are 
annularly and uniformly disposed around the nozzle 69 
so that a diluter gas is peripherally introduced as an 
annular-like envelope surrounding in parallel relation the 
?uidized stream leaving passage 103.~ Such peripheral 
shielding and dilution not only helps to maintain a con 
tinuous non-pulsating powder-gas ?ow stream but also 
eliminates clogging and prevents turbulence sometimes 
caused by other type diluting mechanisms. In the diluter, 
it »is to benoted that the surrounding of the'dense ?uid 
ized stream with a layer of diluting gas whose velocity is 
substantially in excess of_that of the ?uidized stream 
tends to prevent contact between the solid ,particles and 
the wall of the conveying conduit and, in addition, pro 
motes the acceleration, and smooth ?ow of the solid 'par 
ticles in the desired direction of motion. Further a more 
homogeneous dilution is achieved inrless time. 
The inner end of the double male pipe union 80 hav 

ing the converging passage 82 at its inner end engages 
the internally-threaded socket 81 of the outer part of 
the diluter sleeve and abuts the ?ange 71 transversely 
outward of oriñces 72. Frusto-conical passage 82' is 
of somewhat greater cross sectional area at the ?ange-abut 
ting rim 83 than the powder gas' ?ow passages 13, 51 
and 103. At the transverse ?ange 71 of the diluter sleeve, 
the gas from the annular ring of diluter gas passageways' 
72 can be visualized as maintaining a continuous uniform 
passage for the ?uidized stream. The cross sectional area 
of this frusto-conical passageway 82 is continuously di‹ 
miníshed from %a of an inch diameter at the rim 83 to 
wards the center of the ?tting until it acquires the same› 
cross sectional area as that of the normal powder ?ow 
passages 13, 51, and 103, heretofore mentíoned„which 
are %e of an inch in diameter. A ?exible hose 84, as 
shown in Fíg. l and through which the powder-gas stream 
is moved and transported makes connection with the outer 
part of the pipe union 80 at one end and the injection 
tube 85 at the opposite end of the hose. r 

In the schematic diagram of Fig. 3, the gas supply and 
control assembly is shown and comprises a gas inlet 
tube for supplying gas at a predeterminedvpressure of 
about 150 p. s. i. g., a ?owmeter 86, and a gas outlet line 
87. To this outlet line there ,is Secured arconnecting T 
88 one branch of which leads to a'gas pressure regulator 

The diluter sleeve768 is essentially a tubular, 
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89, a gas supply line 90, a gas pressure gauge 91 which 
indicates the gas pressure being supplied to the ?uidizing 
chamber. Regulator 89 serves also as a valve by hacking 
o? the adjusting screw. A pair of connecting T”s 92 are 
stationed in the gas supply line 90 such that one branch 
93 of each T leads to a metering ori?ce union 94, and 
a globe valve 95 and then branches to the quiescent 
powder hopper H and to a pressure vent valve 96. The 
other branches of these T's 92 are so connected as to 
establish an uninterrupted passage from the line regula 
tor to the ?uidizing chamber via pipe 92'. A single source 
of gas is used to operate the entire unit since the second 
branch of connectíng T 88 acts as the gas supply line 
for the diluter assembly. This branch comprises a gas 
supply line 97 having globe and needle valves 98 and 99, 
a pressure indicating gauge 100, and a selector valve block 
or multi-valved manifold 101 by which the gas may be 
channeled to the desired diluter assembly I. 

In operation, the unit is connected to any pressure 
regulated source of gas supply which is suitable for the 
use to which the powder is to be put. Nitrogen is pre 
ferred for calcium carbide injection. With all valves and 
regulator 39 closed, the pressure within the hoppers is 
reduced to atmospheric. The loading ball valves 12 at 
the top of the hoppers shown in Fig. l are then opened 
to permit the charging of the 'hoppers with the desired 
treating agent. After the charging of the hoppers has 
been completed and the loading ball valves 12 are closed, 
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it is then determined from which hopper the desired treat- ~ 
ing agent will be withdrawn and its respective delivery 
ball valve is opened to permit the feeding of such ma 
terial from that hopper to the distribution receiver 29 by 
gravity. While all diluter selector valves mounted in 
the selector valve block 101 are still in a closed position 
and after opening valves 95 and opening and adjusting 
regulator 89, the diluter shut-oli valve 98 and diluter 
needle valve 99 are opened and adjusted to the approxi 
mate diluter Operating pressure by reference to gauge 
100. The pressures may be obtained from a predeter 
mined Operating curve. The diluter selector valve which 
controls the ?ow of gas to a particular diiuter is then 
opened allowing purge gas to ?ow therethrough into the 
?exible conveying line 84 shown in Fig. l and thereafter 
to be discharged from the injection tube 35. Feed control 
valve 47 is still closed at this stage. With the purge gas 
?owing through the powder conveying line and injection 
tube, the diluter needle valve 99 is readjusted to obtain 
the proper diluter Operating pressure. Subsequently the 
injection tube is lowered into the molten metal bath 182. 
The feed control or conveying line valve 47 illustrated 
in Fig. 2 which is positioned between the ?uidizing cham~ 
ber and the diluter is then opened and the powder-gas 
stream is injecteed beneath the surface of the molten 
metal. When the charge from the initial hopper has been 
depleted, or if at any time it is desirable to introduce a 
different treating agent from the other hopper, the opera 
tor merely closes the delivery ball valve of the hopper 
which is then in operation and simultaneously opens the 
delivery ball valve of the other hopper. After treatment 
has been completed, the conveying line valve 47 is closed 
and the injection tube is removed from the molten metal 
bath. Gas from the diluter is permitted to ?ow during 
withdrawal. \Vhen the injection tube has been removed 
from the said bath, the toggle valve in the selector block 
101 is closed thus completing the operation. It is to be 
noted that the gas or stream in the injection tube always 
is such as to prevent molten metal from entering the in 
jecu'on tube passage. If the unit is to be shut down for 
an extensive period of time, the source of gas supply 
should be shut o? and the hoppers vented to the atmos 
phere through vent valve 96. 
Prom the foregoing detailed Operating procedure and 

the structural description, it is believed apparent to one 
skilled in the art that the calcium carbide powder (ob 
tained from a quiescent hopper) in the ?uidiz'?ng cham 
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6 
ber 14 becomes the particles of a small ?uidized bed, 
extending up to the level _of the withdrawal inductors, 
formed by the nitrogen uniformly admitted by the gas 
ditfuser 45. During injection or a similar operation, the , 
gas-powder at the top of the ?uidized bed is withdrawn 
as a dense ?uid-like stream'through withdrawal pipes 43 
and moves to the diluter. At the diluter, extra gas is 
added peripherally to the stream. This uniform addition* 
from the ori?ces 72 in the outwardly converging conduit 
is in near-Parallel relation to the axis of ?ow and sur 
rounds the ?uid-like stream. This manner of adding gas 
or shielding is believed to reduce the frictional drag be-› 
tweer? the stream and the downstream conveying line 
for an appreciable distance. This also thins the stream, 
that is makes it less dense. The foregoing combination? 
assures uniform feeding of particles to the conveying, 
passage and a uniform, less-dense stream in the remainder 
of the conveying passage results whereby non-pulsating: 
feeding results. Pulsating feeding cannot be tolerated 
since metal would tend to ?ow up the injection tube and'. 
plug the tube. It is to be appreciated that the residual 
pressure in the tube from the ?uidizing chamber and: 
diluter, when injection is being done, exceeds the pres-‹ 
sure which is necessary to overcome the hydrostatic pres- 
sure head of the molten metal between the surface of: 
the metal and the bottom of the injection tube. 

Figs. 4, 5, and 6 illustrate by graphical means the rela- 
tion between particular conditions existing during the 
dispensin'g operation and the carbide delivery rate related'. 
thereto. Fig. 4 illustrates the relationship between 'the: 
carbide delivery feed rate and the ?uidization chamberu 
pressure for Mi inch and %a inch I. D. supply lines (25' 
feet long) at' various diluter pressure heads. The diluter' 
head being that value of pressure which is imposed upon. 
the diluter above the ?uidization chamber pressure. lt: 
can be noted from the curves pertainíng to the IA inch 
delivery line that an increase in the diluter pressure headí 
from 4 p. s. i. g. to 10 p. s. i. g. effects a decrease of' 
carbide delivery rate of approximately 3%› pound per 
minute at all ?uidizer pressures. ' 
As shown by the curve's illustrated in Fig. S, the rela 

tion between the carbide rate and the total gas ?ow indi 
cates 'that an increase in the diluter head pressure results 
in a decrease of the carbide delivery rate amounting to 
approximately one pound per minute at any particular 
gas ?ow. It is therefore apparent that for any desired 
carbide feed rate the greatest economy and e?iciency of 
operation can be acquired by maintaining the lowest 
diluter head pressure possible which will give a non 
pulsating discharge. 
The vcurves shown in Fig. 6 which represent the rela 

tion between the carbide delivery rate and the carbide 
gas ratio clearly show that a higher carbide-gas ratio 
can be obtained by maintaining a minimum diluter head 
pressure. 
_The transporting and injecting features of the instant 

invention were also incorporated ito a larger unit having 
a single hopper capable of holding six hundred pounds 
of carbide or similar treating agents. As above described, 
it also ?uidized only a small quantity of ?nely-divided 
material obtained from a quiescent storage hopper and 
had a diluter for adding gas to the conveying line which 
can be 3/8 inch, 1/2 inch, and l inch in diameter internally. 
The higher feed rate desired from this unit necessarily 
involved scaling up the parts thereof. To increase the 
versatility, the unit was mounted on a wheeled carriage 
and had its own supply of gas in the form of horizon 
tally-disposed cylinders. Feed rates more than double 
that of the apparatus herein illustrated were obtained. 
Smooth delivery of calcium carbide at the rate of 125 
pounds per minute through 25 feet of one inch diameter 
conveying line was achieved. The hopper was oriented 
in the vertical position with contents being fed directly 
into the ñuidizing chamber by gravity. From the ?uid 
izer compartment, the material was withdrawn through 



" injection. 

the withdrawal tube, through the matching passage in 
the'shut-o? valve_ and the diluter into the supply line 
where it is` 'conveyed to the injection tube: The gas addi 
tion by the diluter kept 'the solid particles in suspension 
along the length of the supply line. Predetermined feed 
rates are obtained by adjusting independently the ?uidizer 
and diluter pressures. For the deliver?y rates desired, two 
sizes of ?uidízing chambers were provided. One had an ' 
internal diameter of three ínches; the other, four i?íches. 
The three-inch chamber permitted feeding of two 1/2 inch 
conveying'lines, while the'four-inch chamber' permitted 
feeding of two l inch lines whereby the simultaneous in 
jection of large quantities of materials ̀ can be e?ected in 
different_ ladles or the same ladle; 'The chamber had four 
supply lines which, as is the case with' the ,illustrated 
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?uidizer, permits (the use of couveying'lines of various V 
sizes and lengths and simultaneous injection of two ladles 
or the, like. ' ' ' 

' In operation, after the hopper was loaded as above 
described, the manifold regulator pressure on the gas 
supply was set at about 150 p. s. i.`g'. Then with the 
diluter shut-off valve closed, the ?uidizer pressure regu 
lator was adjusted to the desired pressure which was' ob- V 
tained from aicalibration curve and corresponded to a 
desired feed rate range, whereby the hopper and ñuidizer 
were pressurized. Next the diluter shut-oli valve is opened ' 

* and then the diluter control valve is adjusted to give' the 
' desired diluter head, that is, the pressure difference above 

› the hopper or ?uidizer pressure.' 'AV diluter head of 40 V 
p. s. i. g; was' usually'preferred. Therea'fter, the diluter 
selector'valve was opened to purge theconveying line. 
With purge gas ?owing, the injection 'tube 'was lowered 
into the molten metal bath. Feeding and inje'cting was i 
begun by opening the conveying line valve located between 
the ?u?d?aer and diluter. After comple'tion of injection, 

i the convey?ng line valve was closed and thejdiluter selector 
valve was'left'open until theinjectiori tube was removed 
'from the molten metal. › ~ - e , ‹ 

The GOD-pound ?uidízer, usíng?a 3-inch ?uidizer, fecl 
between 10 and 40 pounds of carbide per minute as the 
25-foot conveying lii?es were varied' from %i inch to 1/2 
inch and the hopper pressure varied from 10 to 60 p. s. i'. g. 

a similar uníform rate of initial feeding is aocornplished. 
It is also to be appreciated that the interiorsurface of the 
conveyíng line will, of course, affect the drag or friction. 
More friction can be expected from rubber~lined 'hoses 
thanfr'óm Copper or', brasslines? ̀ Equally enlarging the 
diluter ori?'ces of the diluter used with 'metal lines per 
mits' use of rubber-line hoses and 'gives smooth delivery. 

It is also to be understood thatthe instant invention 
is particularly adapte'd 'to transport calcium carbide and 
'carbide-'base' mixtures_ for the injection 'thereof beneath 
the surface'of ferrous metal. 
should pass a 20 mesh 'screen (Tyler) and preferably 
about two-thirds should be retained on a hundred mesh 
screen. An apparent ?uidizing velocity (herein meaning 
the volumetric ?ow rate at the density conditions within 
the ?uidizingchamber divided by the cross-sectional area 
of the charnber) of, about 0.2 feet per second is required 
to hold the calcium carbide in suspension'as a ?uidized 
bed., The quantity of gas which moves through the with 
drawal tube achi?ves this minimum apparent ?uidiziug_ 
velocity, , 

From the foregoing, it is apparent that the instant inven 
tion provides an improved pne?urnatic conveyor which is 

r especially adapted to ?uidíze' a small quantity of ?nely 
25 

30 

divided material such as calcíum carbide'and to hold it 
in suspension while conveying it through 25'~5O feet of 
small diameter tubing or hose. 
when tr?ating molten metal and the like' under various 
conditions',`re"sult's. ' Huge quantities of gas are not' re 
quired since_ dense phase ?uídízation_ ís accomplishedg 
Pulsating ?ow, pluggingof _theinjection tube, and limited 
feed rates "are not'encountered. A 'smooth bore from the 
?uidizer tojthe injection tube is, highly, desirable. 

_i density' of carbide, the partícle size and surface character 
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with the diluter pressure 40 p. s. i. g. above the ?uidizerf 
pressure. With a 4 inch diameterr?uidizercharnber and 
25 feet of l inch line; a smoothi delive'ry of 40'to 125 
pounds per minute, at the same head withS to 20 pi 's`. i; g'. ' 
at the ?uidizer, was obtained; Solid to gas ratio varied 
from 1.67 to 1 to 8.3 to l (pounds of carbide per- standard 
cubic foot of gas). ' ?› ` ' " I i ? " ` 

It is also to be appreciated that the instant i?'uidizer 
arrangement and dilutercan be used with top over bottom 
hoppers interconnected by a valvedpipef In another 
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of the carbide, as well as the plugging of the injection 
tube, were signi?cant factors'which handicapped prior, 

' known ?uidizers used íníthe coal industry. The instant 
provision for adding extra gas to the'conveyíng line 
smooths the ?ow and provides 'sufdcientexit velocity from_ 
the' injection tube. Using a small ñuidization chamber 
(feed from a quiescent storage hopper) avoids recircula- , 
tion'of gas and the costs' resulting th'erefrom. The pres 
sure of diluter gas upstrea?nof the'diluter ori?ce appre 
ciably exceeds_ the pressure in the _carbide?gas stream; 
The íntroduced extra gas also thins the stream and itis 
believed provides temporarily a'friction reducíng shield 
around the stream. Clogging of the diluter ori?ces should 
,be prevented by proper Operating procedure', such as de# 
scríbed. The instant ínvention is especially adapted for 
dense phase ?uidization 'of calçium carbide and carbide 

" base additives wherein a gas to solid ratio (cubic feet of 

embodiment, this' arrangement was made and suitable , 
pressur'izing and venting means were provided' whereby 
charging from top to'bottom could be effected during 

It 'is to be understood that the instant invention, al 
though described with reference to the ínjection of the 
calcium carbide or carbide base material (calcium carbide 
containing magnesíum oxide or rare earths) into molten 
iron, has utility with other powder injection, processes, 
suchas carburizing, alloying, and_ innoculatii?g, and' with 

, other metallurgical or Chemical processes, such 'as thermo 
chemical removal of steel with iron powder› where the 
stream'is discharged into the atmosphere; The ínvention 
is particularly' useful when it is desired to project adense 
streamof carbide orthe like from an immersedinject'ion 
tube into molten iron or the like. i ' l " ` ' ' i* ' 

With the illustrate'd'?uidizer it is to be appreciated that i 
the over-all height is small to permit"more convenient i 
installation and charging. Furth'ermore it is possible *and 
convenient to ,introduce two di?ere'nt agents as unínter? 

i rupted successivefstreams. ` ` ' i" * It is' to be noted that, with the instant invention„ it is 

' notrneces'saryt'o' ñuidize a large columnar bed/and yet 
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* ing claims. 

gas STP per pound of carbide) of about M? te 2 is desired. 
In Summary, it is to be noted that theinstant invention 

incorporates the steps of feeding carbíde from_ a quiescent 3 
hopper by gravity to a small?diameter?uidization cham 
ber, ?uidizing the icarbide ,with a gas to form a ?uidized 
stream which contains all of the ?uidizing gas, withdraw 
ing the ?uidized stream, peripherally adding extra gas 
to the ?uidized stream and conveying the gas through a 
conveying line to an injectiion tube. 'lt is alsoto be noted 
that the surrounding diluting gas also serves as a pick-up 
or acceleratíng gas since it is ata substantially higher 
velocity than that of the ?uidizer stream. ' ' 

It is to be understood that the embodiment of the~ 
invention hereín can be modi?ed in some respects with 
out departing from the inventíon as de?ned in the follow# 

We claim: 
l. The, method of moving a ?nely-dívided material 

into and through a small extended conduit; said method 
comprísing establishing a small fluid-like` bed of said ma 
terial by introducing a gaseous medium up through said 
material, withdrawing a stream of said?uid-like material 
from said ?uid-like bed, adding uniformly a gaseous me 

> dium'to the pen'phery of said withdrawn stream after? said, 

This ?nely-divided material_ 

Flexibility in locating, , 

The' 
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step of withdrawing, said step of adding being done so 
that the second gaseous medium joins the periphery of 
said stream in near-Parallel relation to the ?ow direction 
of said stream and so that said gaseous medium has a 
velocity appreciably in excess of said stream. 

2. The method of uniformly feeding powder and mov 
ing it through a conveying line as a dense non-pulsating 
?uid-like stream comprising establishing a small ?uidized 
bed by uniformly introducing a gas upwardly into said 
bed, withdrawing a powder-gas stream from said bed at a 
rate such that the rate of gas withdrawal corresponds to 
the rate at which gas is introduced into said bed, intro 
ducing uniformly a second gaseous medium to the periph 
ery and in near-parallel relation to the ?ow-direction of 
said powder-gas stream whereby said stream is surround 
ed by a substantially non-turbulent envelope of gas, and 
then moving the stream through a conveying line. 

3. Apparatus for pneumatically moving ?nely-divided 
material through a small conduít comprising a hopper 
having a bottom opening, a small ?uidizer device con 
nected and arranged with respect to said bottom opening 
in said hopper so that ?nely-divided material can move 
by gravity from said hopper into said ?uidizer, said ?uid 
izer having a small chamber and means adjacent the bot 
tom of said chamber for uniformly feeding a gaseous 
medium upwardly through said chamber, said ?uidizer 
having a small withdrawal conduít of uniform internal 
diameter extending into said chamber at a location spaced 
appreciably above said means for uniformly feeding a 
gaseous medium, said conduít being connected to a periph 
eral diluter device, said peripheral diluter device having 
an outwardly converging passage, said converging passage 
having the upstream part thereof slightly larger than the 
interior of said withdrawal conduít and having the down 
st?-eam part thereof the same diameter as the diameter of 
said withdrawal conduít, and said Upstream part of said 
converging passage having passages therein for uniformly 
adding a gaseous medium to said converging passage, said 
passages being constructed and arranged to add in the 
direction of ?ow said gaseous medium in a near-Parallel 
relation to the axis of said converging passage and at the 
periphery of said passage, and said diluter having means 
for attaching a small, smooth-bored conveying line thereto. 

4. The apparatus according to claim 3 and further in 
cluding an antibridging device in the bottom of said 
hopper. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 3 and further 
including a valve in the connection between said with 
drawal conduít and said diluter device. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 3 and further 
including a gaseous medium supply arrangement for feed 
ing gas to said ?uidizer and to said diluter, and said sup 
ply arrangement including separate pressure regulators 
and ?ow control valves for said ?uidizer and said diluter. 
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7. Apparatus for supplying ?nely-divided material to 

a plurality of material-consuming devices, said apparatus 
comprising a gas-tight container for material, a ?uidizer 
having a small chamber connected to said container so as 
to receive said material from said container by the action 
of gravity, said ?uidizer having a gas di?user in the bottom 
thereof for uniformly-dispersing a gas upwardly, said 
chamber having a plurality of short, opposed withdrawal 
conduits uniformly extending into said chamber at the 
same level and spaced a short distance above said gas dif 
fuser, each of said withdrawal conduits being connected 
to a peripheral diluter having a conveying passage, said 
diluter being adapted to add a gas to said conveying pas 
sage so that the gas moves in the direction of ?ow and 
in uniformly surrounding relation to the ?ow, said di 
luters having gas control valves which are independent of 
each other and independent of the gas supply to said 
?uidizer. 

8. Apparatus for moving ?nely-divided material com 
prising at least two hoppers which are gas-tight and ar 
ranged side-by-side, a valved conduít leading from the 
bottom of each of said hoppers to a receiver, said con 
duits being arranged to feed ?nely-divided material to said 
receiver by gravity, said receiver having an antibridging 
device having ports in the bottom of said receiver, and 
a ?uidizer device having a small chamber in communica 
tion with ports in said antibrídging device. 

9. The method of injecting powdered material beneath 
the surface of molten metal by means of a conveying 
line and an injection tube comprising establishing a 
molten quantity of metal, establishing a small ?uidized 
bed of powdered material, withdrawing ?uidized material 
from said bed thereby forming a ?uidized stream, diluting 
said stream by adding uniformly a second gaseous medium 
to the periphery and in near-parallel relation to the ?ow 
direction of said ?uidized stream whereby said stream is 
surrounded by a substantially non-turbulent envelope of 
gas, moving said diluted stream through said conveying 
line and said injection tube and injecting it into said mol 
ten metal, and maintaining the pressure in said injection 
tube at a value su?icient to prevent molten metal from 
ente?ing said tube. 
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